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Singular Voices



Michael Finnissy – A Singular Voice

The works recorded here present an overview of Michael Finnissy’s continuing engagement with the expressive and lyrical
possibilities of the solo soprano voice over a period of more than 20 years. It also explores the different ways that the composer
has sought to ‘open-up’ the multiple tradition/s of both solo unaccompanied song, with its universal connotations of different folk
and spiritual practices, and the ‘classical’ duo of voice and piano by introducing the clarinet, supremely Romantic in its lyrical
shadowing of, and counterpoints to, the voice in Song 11 (1969-71) and Lord Melbourne (1980), and in an altogether more
abrasive, even aggressive, way in the microtonal keenings and rantings of the rarely used and notoriously awkward
C clarinet in Beuk O’ Newcassel Sangs (1988).

Finnissy’s vocal style, which has become completely distinctive with its high tessitura, wide leaps, florid, cadenza-like elaboration –
at its most sumptuously free in Song 1 (1966/69-70), Song 15 (1974) and Song 16 (1976) – and its increasing use of fully notated
ornamentations, most commonly found in various non-notated strands of the European and American New England and Deep
Southern folk singing – as in Same As We (1990) and the Beuk O’ Newcassel Sangs, is founded on the teenage experiences of
“…listening to Ives, Schoenberg and Webern, and then to Nono, Barraqué and Boulez – all of whom wrote very beautifully for the
voice…”

Another important influence in the music is the first-hand experience of working as a repetiteur on operas from the 18th and 19th

century bel canto tradition; which is most strongly felt in the settings of Tasso in Song 1 and Petrarch in Song 16. This awareness of
the Romantic Italian operatic tradition has also inspired some of Finnissy’s most elaborate non-vocal musical re-workings in the
series of Verdi Transcriptions (1972-95).
Lord Melbourne is based (in a more or less completely hidden way) upon the beautiful English folk melody that had previously
inspired Percy Grainger (another important figure in Finnissy’s musical pantheon) and Benjamin Britten. Throughout Finnissy’s
piece the wordless soprano, B flat clarinet and piano (in its treble register) move independently, with the tempi of each part
changing freely without reference to those of the other performers. This creates the free, floating quality that is such a feature of
the work as a whole. Interestingly, this approach is further explored in relation to an English folk song in the roughly contemporary
Nobody’s Jig (1980-81) for string quartet.

The cycle of Songs 1-18 (1966-78) forms the composer’s first extended exploration of a series of individual pieces for a variety of
solo vocal, instrumental and chamber forces sharing particular musical concerns, but approaching them from many different
perspectives; an idea that he has returned to in the sets of transcriptions/elaborations of music by composers such as Johann
Strauss II, Verdi and Gershwin for solo piano, and chamber cycles, such as the seven Piano Concertos (1975-84), the five Obrecht
Motetten (1988-92), and which culminates in the monumental History of Photography in Sound (1996-2000). Songs 1 and 16 are
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ecstatically wide ranging settings of Tasso and Petrarch, while Song 14 presents a concise setting of Whitman’s well known The
Dalliance of the Eagles (this is one of the few examples where Finnissy has chosen to set a text quite frequently used by other
composers). Perhaps, most strikingly, Song 11, for soprano and B flat clarinet, renders an unusually bleak passage by Swinburne,
describing a wet winter landscape, as a piece of exquisitely suggestive nature painting.

Same as we (here recorded in its first, revised version) creates an unsettling and beautiful experience of similarity and difference
through its use of two lines of ‘live’ and pre-recorded voice. The recorded voice provides a harmonic background to the ‘live’
through its echoes and prolongations of the melody (treated somewhat in the style of a cantus firmus) and acts as a commentary
upon it. The composer’s fondness for altering or adding to his chosen texts, often in a way that enters into a singular, subjective
dialogue with them, or that subtly subverts their original context or meaning, is also very clear here.

In the Beuk o’ Newcassel Sangs several of the composer’s concerns, cultural/ethnomusicological, literary/critical, and
social/political anger, come together to form one of his most immediately powerful works. The texts, first collected and published
in the 19th century, are vivid examples of true regional vernacular poetry, reflecting the brutality, unremitting hard physical labour
and occasional tenderness of their anonymous creators’ life experiences. While the musical settings further explore the idea of
assigning a specific role to each of the three performers; thus, the piano parts are the simplest, playing within a very limited
compass only diatonic melodies (or in two places, harmonies) on the white keys, providing a ‘background’ of sonic material to
support the soprano, also singing diatonically, but with lines of far more rhythmic complexity, often elaborately decorated, and
the C clarinet, which is fully chromatic and very generously microtonal, rhythmically elaborate, and declamatory, indeed often
passionately dramatic, in its writing. The music thus seems to create the impression of a heated discussion between three people
all talking at the same time about the same subjects but in radically different ways.

David Lesser

Sources
All direct quotes come from a series of unpublished e-conversations with Michael Finnissy, to whom we would like to express our
thanks for his invaluable help and encouragement.

Worklist information, etc. is drawn from Brougham, H., Pace, I. + Fox, C. (Eds.) – Uncommon Ground – the Music of Michael
Finnissy – Ashgate, 1997.



Thoughts on Performing Michael Finnissy’s Vocal Music

‘…wan wild sparse flowers of wintry and windy spring.’ (Swinburne)

I first encountered Michael Finnissy’s vocal music more than 20 years ago, and in the intervening years my emotional and
intellectual responses to both his music, and in particular his choice of text and style of setting, has remained remarkably
consistent.

The texts he chooses tend to have one thing in common, they are all out of copyright, which allows him a degree of freedom that
would be hard to achieve with a living poet’s work. ‘I like to shape the text when I write the music, before and during, I cut and
alter texts…the poem is already there, if you want to read the original I haven’t forbidden that possibility.’(MF). And with this
approach comes an eclectic mixture of poems and fragments, so Swinburne rubs shoulders with Petrarch, and Finnissy is equally at
home setting Tasso, Tennyson, Whitman or vernacular folk poetry. The main concern for him is that “The text has to disturb and
shock me and seduce me, and then we find a place to ‘mate” (MF).

There is a filigree coolness about Finnissy’s work which I have always admired, and found very satisfying to sing. His word setting
in the Newcassel Sangs never descends into a kind of folk-parody, or quasi-political clarion call, but reflects the lives of the people
for whom these words had real meaning in the 19th century. Whether they are distant love songs, work songs or domestic songs,
all are surprisingly unemotional. The music becomes a way of distancing the speaker/singer from an unpalatable situation, so the
beaten wife in I have married a keelman is resigned to her lot, while the miners in As me an me marra have a rather uneven tussle
with the devil whilst coping with the physical hardship and extremely dangerous conditions of working in a mine. When life was
that tough and there was no safety net, you got on with it, and coped as best as you could.

These songs also have real resonance for me as my family came from northern England, and included steel workers, shot blasters,
fishers, some of whom were drowned at sea, and their wives, in the last century. Indeed, I have married a keelman could have
been written about one of my grandmother’s neighbours, who was married to an alcoholic during the Great Depression. She got
her own back though – when he was insensibly drunk she would beat him with a frying pan, poss stick, or a broom, and then be
terribly concerned the next day about the ‘terrible fall’ he must have had when he was drunk!

The extensive use of ornamentation in the Newcassel Sangs gives the music both a lilt reminiscent of many European folk songs,
and a baroque grandeur that can also be found in the solo Songs – 14 and 15 in particular, whilst Same as We has a most beautiful
organum-like quality in the counterpointing of the live voice with the tape part. The Italian texts of Songs 1 and 16 have a more
sensuous feel to them, but there is still a ‘bel canto’ echo in the long swooping lines and elegant use of ornamentation. Michael
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Finnissy has said that as a student ‘I was also working to support my studies, as a repetiteur, and the area I liked best was Italian
bel canto.’

Finnissy’s music is often thought of as technically very demanding for singers, and to be sure, you need a good ear for the melodic
lines, and a sense of timing, rhythm and dramatic pacing, as you would for any other reasonably complicated score. Microtones
need to be not only accurate, but also considered regarding their function: as tone colour, as timbre, as pure pitch, as dramatic
gesture, etc. I have already mentioned the resonance with bel canto writing, and this applies in a technical sense too – the long
melismata, decorations, semi-cadenzas and huge leaps all have their counterpoints in the writing of Bellini, Donizetti and Rossini
as well as their more recent heirs such as Boulez and Barraqué. It is only a relatively small step from the closing cadenza of Bellini’s
Ah! non credea mirarti (La Sonnambula) to the florid passages in Songs 14, 15 and 16.

Lord Melbourne again, has an organum-like quality to it, with the sonorous echo of water drops seeming to run between the
melodic play and interchanging lines of the clarinet, voice and piano, giving the work a serene and almost Japanese or Zen-like
quality. Song 11 has the same evocative word painting as the Italian settings, perfectly capturing the cold stillness of a late winter’s
evening in the long clarinet introduction and the sparse text. The woods may be “gaunt” and the soil “grim” but there is always
hope present in winter, for spring must follow.

Clare Lesser

Lord Melbourne, Song 11 and the ‘Beuk’ were recorded in 2005 at the Turner-Sims Concert Hall,
University of Southampton, Hampshire, England.
All other tracks were recorded in 2006 at St. Leonard’s Church, Semley, Dorset.
Recording and balance engineer: David Lefeber
Editing and Mastering: Adam Binks
Music copyright/publishers:
Lord Melbourne: Universal Edition
Same as We /Beuk of Newcassel Sangs: Oxford University Press
Song 14 / Song 15: Modern Diamonds Edition (Ricordi)
Song 1 / Song 11 / Song 16: Copyright Control

Booklet and packaging design: Stephen Sutton
Front cover sketch: ‘Crouching Figure’ by Clare Lesser.
“It actually came to me thinking about the mining song in Beuk, and the terribly claustrophobic and cramped conditions down the pit.:” – CL
Photos of Clare and David Lesser: Hassina Sakhri
All images are copyright and used with permission. All rights reserved
℗ + © 2016 Divine Art Ltd (Diversions LLC in USA/Canada)



The texts

Song 1

Ecco mormorar l’onde,
E tremolar le fronde a l’aura matutina,
E gli arboscelli,
E sovra i Verdi rami i vaghi augelli cantar soavemente,
E rider l’Oriente,
Ecco già l’alba appare,
E si specchia nel mare,
E rasserena il cielo,
E le campane imperla il dolce gelo,
E gli alti monti indora:
O, bella e vaga Aurora.
L’aura è tua messaggera e tu de l’aura ch’ogni arso cor ristaura.

Tasso

Thus the waves murmur,
And the leaves tremble in the morning breeze,
And above green branches birds sing quietly and amorously,
And the eastern sky is smiling,
Thus the dawn appears

mirrored in the sea,
The skies clear and the countryside is covered with a sweet

frost,
And gilds the high mountains,
Oh lovely and eager dawn,
The breeze is your messenger and thou art able to draw from it

refreshment for the heart.

Song 16

I’vevidi in terra angelici costume
E celesti bellezze al mondo sole,
Tal che di rimembrar mi giova e dole,
Ché quant’io miro par sogni, ambise e fumi;
E vidi lagrimar que’ duo bei lumi ch’àn fatto mille volte invidia al

sole,
E udi’ sospirando dir parole che farian gire i monti e stare i

fiumi.

Amor, senno, valor, pietate e doglia facean piangendo un più
dolce concento d’ogni altro,

Chen nel mondo udir si soglia,
Ed era il cielo a l’armonia sì intent,
Che non se vedea in ramo mover foglia:
Tanta dolcezza avea pien l’aere e’l vento!

from Rima 156 by Petrarch

I saw on earth angelic qualities,
And heavenly beauties unique in the world,
So that the memory pleases and pains me, For whatever I look
on seems dreams,

shadows and smoke;
And I saw weeping those two beautiful lights that have a

thousand times made the sun envious,
And I heard amid sighs, words that would make mountains

move and rivers stand still.

Love, wisdom, worth, piety and sorrow made, weeping, a
sweeter music than any other to be heard in the world,

And the heavens were so intent upon the harmony, that no leaf
on any branch was seen to move:

So much sweetness filled the air and the wind!



Song 11

Between the moon-dawn and the sun-down
Here the twilight hangs half starless…
Fiercely the gaunt woods to the grim soil cling
That bears for all fair fruits
One wild sparse of windy and wintry Spring.

from On the Cliffs by Swinburne

Song 14

Skyward in air a sudden muffled sound,
The dalliance of the eagles,
In tumbling turning clustering loops,
Straight downward falling,
Till o’er the river pois’d a motionless still balance,
In the air, then parting,
Upward again on slow firm pinions slanting,
Their separate diverse flight pursuing.

from The Dalliance of the Eagles by Whitman

Same As We

The town lay still in the low sunlight,
The maid in her dairy came in from the cow,
The fall of night, had open’d on ev’ry bough;
But a red fire woke in the heart of the town,
Salt wind burnt the blossom, same as we,
As well as ever came back to keep his birthday and all,
And the day’s bright like a friend, but the wind is east like enemies,
And this author with his charm of so simple style,
All but proving man a real automatic series of sensations,
Has often numb’d me into apathy against the unpleasant jolts of this rough road here,
That breaks off short into the abysses made me a Quietist, taking all, All things easily.
And if my pleasure breed another’s pain is not that the course of Nature too,
From the dim dawn of Being – her main law – whereby she grows in beauty?
The storm is hard at hand…
That will sweep away thrones, churches, traditions, customs, then the man, the woman

both following their best affinities, will each bid their old bond farewell,
Farewell, with smiles not tears, not tears;
With no fear of the world, no need of veiling – veiling their desires.
And Vice and Virtue are but two makes of self; and what hereafter shall mark out Vice from Virtue,
In the gulf… in the gulf of never dawning darkness?
Look… look… Why you were so stupid drunk - all for Sunday!
All they that do love do not believe that… do not believe that death will part them.
And I trusted, Oh yes, trusted you, I would have died for you.
My five years’ anger cannot die at once, not all.

from The Promise of May by Tennyson



Beuk o’Newcassel Sangs

1.
Up the Raw, maw bonny, up the Raw ivv’ry day.
Fer shape an’ culler, bonny hinny, Thou bangs thy mother,

canny bairn.
Black as a craw, Thou bangs them a’,
Hide an’ hue, maw hinny, Thou bangs the crew, canny

bairn.
Thou’s a clagcandied, Thou’s double japanded.
Up the Raw, bonny hinny, Thou bangs them a’.

2.
I thought to marry a parson
To hear me say me prayers.
But I have married a keelman
And he kicks me down the stairs.

He’s an ugly body
An ill-faur’d loon,
I ‘ave married a keelman,
Me good days doon.

I thought to marry a dyer
To colour me apron blue,
But I ‘ave married a keelman
An’ sair ‘e makes me rue.

I thought to marry a joiner
To make me chair and stool,
But I ‘ave married a keelman
And ‘e’s a perfect fool.

He’s an ugly body,
An ill-faur’d loon,
I ‘ave married a keelman
An’ me good days are doon.

3.
Buy broom buzzems,
Buy them when they’re new.
Fine heather bred ‘uns
Better niver grew.

Buzzems for a penny,
Rangers for a plack.
If ye winot buy
Aw’ll tie ‘em on me back.

If aw had a horse,
Aw wad her a cairt.
If aw had a man,
He wad tyek me pairt.

Had aw but a husband,
Aw care not what he be
If he’s but a strong ‘un,
That’s eneuf fer me.

4.
A’ the neet ower an’ ower,
An’ a’ the neet ower agyen,
A’ the neet ower an’ ower,
The peacock follows the hen.

A Hen she’s a hungerie dish,
A geusse be hollow within,
There’s nee deceit iv a puddin’,
A pye’s a dainty thing.



5.
As me an’ me marra was gannin’ ta wark,
We met wi’ the deevil, it was i’ the dark,
Aw up wi’ me pick, it bein’ the neet,
Aw knock’d off his horns, an’ both his club-feet.

O marra! O marra! O what dost t’u think?
Aw’ve broken me bottle an’ spilt a’ me drink,
Aw’ve lost a’ my shin-splints amang the big stanes.
Draw me to the shaft, ‘tis time to gan hyem.

O theer’s me horse an’ theer’s me tram,
Twee horns full o’ grease will myek her to gan,
O theer’s me pit hoggars, an’ me half-shoon,
An’ smash me heart marra! Me puttin’s a’ deun!

O marra! O marra! O where hes t’u been?
A-drivin’ the drift frae off the law seam,
Ha’d up the lowe, lad!
De’il stop oot thy e’en!

6.
There’s Quayside fer sailors,
Castlegarth fer tailors,
Gateshead Hills fer millers,
The north shore fer keelers.

There’s Sandgate fer old rags,
Gallowgate fer trolly bags,
An’ there’s Denton an’ Kenton,
An’ canny Lang Benton.

There’s Horton an’ Holywell,
Bonny Seaton Delaval,
Hartleypans fer sailing,
An’ Bedlington fer nailing.

There’s Tynemouth an’ Cullercoats,
North Shields fer sculler-boats,
Westoe lies iv a neuk,
An’ Sooth Shields a plyece fer seut.

7.
It’s O but aw ken weel
A.U. hinny Burd,
The bonny lass o’ Benwell.
A.U. A
She’s long-legg’d an’ mother-sweet
A.U. hinny Burd.
See! She’s walkin’ up the street.
A.U. A.

traditional



Clare and David Lesser

Clare Lesser studied performance and musical history at the University of Birmingham, Birmingham Conservatoire, the Guildhall
School of Music and Drama and the University of Sussex, where she researched the music of B. A. Zimmermann.

She studied voice with Linda Hirst, Annette Merriweather and Françoise Kubler, and has performed throughout Europe and the
Middle East. She has recorded critically acclaimed discs of music by Henze, Wolfgang Rihm, Richard Emsley, David Lesser, Scelsi
and Milko Kelemen on the Metier/Divine Art label/s.

Her repertoire and research interests focus on post-WWII and contemporary composers, the semiotics and aesthetics of graphic
scores, 20th century opera and the music of Stockhausen. She currently teaches voice at New York University in Abu Dhabi, UAE.

David Lesser studied performance at the Royal College of Music, London, and composition at the University of Huddersfield. He is
active as a composer, performer and teacher, and his music has been performed in Europe and America by Ensemble Aleph, Les
trois en bloc, Sylvia Hinz, Linda Hirst and Ian Pace.

He studied piano with Robert Sutherland, and has worked with composers Karlheinz Stockhausen, Peter Maxwell Davies, Michael
Finnissy and James Dillon. He has recorded critically acclaimed discs of music by Hans Werner Henze and Wolfgang Rihm on the
Metier label.

He has taught at the University of Warwick, the University of Bath, the American Universities of Dubai and Sharjah, UAE, and
currently teaches piano and composition at New York University in Abu Dhabi, UAE.

As a performer he specialises in the music of the 20th century and contemporary repertoires.
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Carl Rosman

Carl Rosman was born in England and studied clarinet in Australia, with Phillip Miechel in Melbourne and with Peter Jenkin in
Sydney. He graduated with a Masters degree from the Sydney Conservatorium of Music in 2001. He was awarded a Kranichsteiner
Musikpreis at the 1994 Darmstadt Ferienkurse and is clarinettist of Ensemble Musikfabrik and the ELISION ensemble. He appeared
as singer with Wiener Taschenoper in the 2010 Wiener Festwochen, performing Kassandra/Athena in La Fura dels Baus’s
production of Xenakis’s Oresteïa, and in 2014 performed Sir Peter Maxwell Davies’s Eight Songs for a Mad King in Basel, in the
presence of the composer.

Carl Rosman has also conducted ensembles including Libra, ELISION, Ensemble Musikfabrik and Sydney Alpha in works by
composers from Berg, Varèse and Boulez to Cage, Messiaen and Ferneyhough. He conducted ELISION in major projects at the
2000 Adelaide Festival (John Rodgers: Inferno) and the 2009 Huddersfield Festival (Richard Barrett: Opening of the Mouth), as well
as in CD recordings of works by Chris Dench, Liza Lim and Aldo Clementi. During 2010 he was director of Studio Musikfabrik. In
2014 he conducted and tutored musicians of the Australian National Academy of Music in a programme including Messiaen’s Et
exspecto resurrectionem mortuorum and Ferneyhough’s Carceri d’Invenzione III.

Carl has enjoyed direct working relationships with a wide range of composers. Works composed for him include Evan Johnson’s
indolentiae ars: a medium to be kept for historical basset clarinet in A, Chris Dench’s ruins within for solo clarinet in A, Liza Lim’s
INGUZ (fertility) for clarinet in A and cello, Rebecca Saunders’ Caerulean for solo bass clarinet, Georges Aperghis’ Damespiel for
solo bass clarinet, and Richard Barrett’s interference (for contrabass clarinettist also vocalising over a five-octave range) and
Flechtwerk (for clarinet and piano, with Mark Knoop).



The Michael Finnissy collection from Métier & Divine Art Records

MSVCD 92027 (2CD) MSVCD 92010 MSVCD 92011 MSVCD 92030
Verdi Transcriptions Folklore II + other works Music for String Quartet Gershwin arrangements
Ian Pace (piano) Michael Finnissy (piano) Kreutzer Quartet Ian Pace (piano)

MSVCD 92023 MSVCD 92050 MSVCD 92069 MSV 28536
Seven Sacred Motets Lost Lands This Church Unknown Ground
Voces Sacrae Topologies Ixion New Music Players



MSV 77501 (5CD) MSV 28541 MSV 28545
History of Photography in Sound Grieg-Finnissy Piano Quintets Mississippi Hornpipes
Ian Pace (piano) Chadwick/Kreutzer Quartet Darragh Morgan & Mary Dullea

Awâz-e Niyâz on MSV 28529
Greatest Hits of All Time on MSV 28513
String Quartet No. 2 on MSVDX101 (DVD)
and check our website for more Finnissy music in the Métier catalogue

Also by Clare and David Lesser on Métier:

MSVCD 92068
Wolfgang Rihm : Lieder

“Clare Lesser is blessed with a gorgeous voice and terrific
technique.” – Peter Grahame Woolf (Musical Pointers)

MSVCD 92102
Chanticlare
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